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Spatially inhomogeneous ultrafast precessional magnetization reversal
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Spatially resolved measurements of quasiballistic precessional magnetic switching in a microstructure are
presented. A technique is introduced to suppress remanent end domains and allow a completely uniform,
almost-perfect-macrospin initial state. Though the precessional response to a transverse magnetic field pulse is
initially spatially uniform, and macrospin characteristics can be emulated, dephasing still occurs leading to
nonuniformity and transient demagnetization. These nonuniformities are intensified when using coincident
longitudinal and transverse pulses created by crossing current wires. The results have implications for the
reliability of ballistic precessional switching in magnetic devices.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.68.020402 PACS number~s!: 75.60.Jk, 76.50.1g, 78.47.1p, 85.70.Kh
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Precessional switching was considered as far back
1960 in magnetism’s first foray into the random acce
memory market.1,2 Intense interest has resurfaced in the c
rent run for MRAM as the ultimate speed limit to magne
switching has been approached.2,3–11In conventional switch-
ing, a magnetic field is applied in the opposite direction
the magnetization~making this direction the lowest energ
state! and reversal proceeds through thermal attempt p
cesses, domain nucleation, and wall motion. By-passing
thermal and damping regimes, precessional switching re
solely on nonequilibrium dynamics as a fast in-plane m
netic field pulse applied perpendicularly to the magnetizat
induces a large angle precessional motion. By properly
loring the length of the transverse field pulse,6,7 the motion
can be terminated after 180° of rotation, thus, effecting
magnetic switch via a large angle half precession in the
called ballistic precessional switch.10

Precessional switching in microstructures has rece
been directly observed by several groups.12–15 However,
these reports, in concentrating on macrospin behavior, o
showed response that was averaged over a portion of a
crostructure or taken at spot locations. In order to prope
probe the fundamental limits of this switching mode, sp
tially resolved measurements over the entire microstruc
are a necessity. In particular, the uniformity of response~or
lack thereof! will be a key issue in determining applicabilit
for magnetic memory and sensor devices. Further, pre
sional switching induced by coincident orthogonal pulses
mainstay in bit selection schemes for MRAM, has yet to
experimentally explored.

In this paper, we report spatially and vectorially resolv
imaging of precessional switching. In the best effort to d
in obtaining a perfect macrospin, end domains in the rem
nent state of a 2037 mm2 elliptical microstructure, which
strongly hamper coherent precessional motion, are s
pressed with a novel technique. Characteristic macrospin
sponse is emulated including vector-resolved quasi-balli
switching and oscillatory final state dependence with pu
width. However, though the full spatial resolution show
complete uniformity of response for the initial motion
dephasing occurs over the course of the precession leadi
the development of spatial deviations in the magnetizat
For complex pulsing parameters, inhomogeneities beco
pronounced until a would-be demonstration of precessio
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switching induced by coincident orthogonal pulses is u
mately defeated by transient demagnetization.

The experimental data is obtained using time resolv
scanning magneto-optical Kerr microscopy.11,12 Spatial reso-
lution is diffraction limited at;0.7mm; temporal resolution
is jitter limited to nominally 50 ps by the delay generator. A
optical micrograph of the device is shown in Fig. 1~a!. The
magnetic element sits on top~for optical access! of two
crossing current carrying wires. Current pulses through
wires allow coincident transverse and longitudinal transi
magnetic fields to be applied. The axes definitions rem
throughout and the initial magnetization state always po
along the positivex axis. The transverse pulseHy(t) is di-
rected to the right using a nominally 60 ps risetime puls
For solo transverse pulses, a reset pulse of;16.76 kA/m
~85 Oe!, 15 ns long is applied to set the initial state. F
combination pulses, the reset is between 1.99~25! and 2.39
~30! kA/m ~Oe! and is sustained for about 1ms.

Given the importance of uniformity of response for ma
netic applications, extensive effort is placed on creating
near-perfect experimental macrospin. An elliptical shape~an
ellipsoid theoretically giving spatially uniform demagneti
ing fields! is chosen for the element. The 16 nm magne
film is sputtered with easy axis along the long axis of t
ellipse, a photoresist pattern of 2037 mm2 is defined on top,
and ion milling is used to define the pattern. Isolated ellip
of this size such as those shown in Fig. 1~b! exhibit end
domains in the remanent state. Such an initial state gua
tees incoherence of precessional motion.8,16 Using a longitu-
dinal biasing field to remove these domains is not an opt
for practical device applications.

To overcome this problem a novel method is used to
prove the uniformity of magnetization in the remanent sta
Instead of etching completely through during patterning,
magnetic film is etched partially leaving a mesa embedde
an extended magnetic layer~in this case leaving about 4 nm!.
The completely uniform remanent state of such an elemen
shown in Fig. 1~c!.17 Instead of being forced to remain pa
allel to the sample edges, the magnetization aligns with
easy axis as flux lines of the would-be free poles flow in
the background~as shown in the vector image! and a flux
closure process occurs in the background film~not shown!.
Though more tests need to be done,18 this embedding proces
may become relevant for devices where uniformity of
©2003 The American Physical Society02-1
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micron-size magnetic contact is crucial~and the cell of inter-
est is now a stadium or rectangular shape where even
uniformity of isolated samples is expected!.

The initial results are summarized in Fig. 2 where t
local response of the center of the embedded ellipse is m
tored as a function of transverse field pulse width. Char
teristic macrospin responses discussed in earlier works
emulated in our embedded ellipse. However, the increa
uniformity via embedding allows clean ballistic precessio
switching to be initiated from the remanent state and in m

FIG. 1. Experimental geometry.~a! Optical micrograph of em-
bedded elliptical element on top of crossing current wires w
pulse field directions and axes definitions.~b! Grayscale images o
mx andmy for a 1234 mm2 isolated elliptical element showing en
domains in remanence.~c! Grayscale and vector map images for t
2037 mm2 embedded element in remanence. The closure dom
process occurs in the background magnetic material leaving
elliptical mesa highly uniformly magnetized.

FIG. 2. Measured 3D trajectory and projections of the magn
zation vector for~a! half-precession quasiballistic reversal and~b!
full-precession nonreversal. The solid line is the vector tip traj
tory and dotted lines are its projection onto the planes.~c! Pulse
width dependence of the precessional reversal. Vectors track
in-plane direction of measured magnetization over time and
grayscale background gives the in-plane angle of simulated ma
tization. Field pulses begin at the vertical dashed line and appr
mately end at the white dots. Increasing pulse width results firs
reversal, then non reversal, then reversal again, as the hard pla
crossed once, twice, and three times, respectively.
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lower transverse-pulse field than observed before~even
lower than the effective in-plane anisotropy!. Figures 2~a!
and 2~b! show 3D views of the magnetization vector traje
tory for two special cases of pulse width, the first@1.27 kA/m
~16 Oe! and 400 ps FWHM# resulting in a half-precession
quasi-ballistic switch, the second@2.23 kA/m ~28 Oe! and
730 ps FWHM# in a full-precession ‘‘nonswitch.’’ Both tra-
jectories begin with a small relaxive motion along they axis
until the slew rate of the pulse rising edge is high enough
excite precessional motion. The torque induced by the cr
product ofM and H then tilts the vector up out of thex-y
plane. The resulting demagnetizing field~pointing straight
down! then dominates the effective field contributions cau
ing most of the precession to be around thez axis. For the
first case, the applied field decays after the magnetiza
crosses they-z plane resulting in a permanent switch. Th
field decay is timed to complete just as the vector reaches
x-y plane (mz becomes zero!10 leading to this quasiballistic
switching in which there are no residual precessional os
lations and completion is within 320 ps. With the pulse se
about 90% of the measured in-plane anisotropy field, th
data are reminiscent of the macrospin ballistic switching c
culated in Ref. 10 and correspond to a below-quasista
threshold demonstration of ballistic precessional switchi
For the second case, the longer pulse causes one full o
lation around they axis, mx changing sign twice, and mag
netization is left in the unswitched state at termination.

Further pulse width dependence is explored in Fig. 2~c!
where an oscillation in the final state with increasing pu
width is seen. Each row is a vector plot versus time for
measured magnetization. The grayscale background is
magnetization angle computed from a macrospin simula
using the actual field pulse shapes.19 Complementary to Ref.
15, the actual direction of the magnetization vector can
tracked and a direct comparison to simulation is possible

The termination of the pulse determines whether the m
rospin finishes in a switched state or not~that is, whether the
field is removed after an odd or even number of half os
lations!. For the first two rows, the vector does not cross
y-z plane and no switching takes place. For the next thr
the magnetization switches, indicated by both the white b
and final direction of the arrows. Note the residual ‘‘ringing
in the third and fifth rows where termination is too early a
too late, respectively. By the sixth row, the longer pulse h
allowed a second crossing of they-z plane resulting in full
precession and the no-switch final state. For the eighth–te
rows, there are three crossings of the hard plane and
oscillation switching. Simulation and experiment compa
well with only row 8 differing in final state.

Interesting to note is that the final state~of the measured
central spot location! in all the switched cases is metastab
canted towards they axis and not aligned along the easyx
direction. This behavior has not been revealed in the pre
ous works. In Ref. 14, vector resolved data were not p
sented for the switching case and the existence of the lo
tudinal biasing field would have complicated th
interpretation anyway. In Ref. 15, the different method~high
speed magnetoresistive measurement! lacks vector resolution
and local probing capabilities; thus it is relatively insensiti
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to the one-minus-cosine dependence for deviation from
easy axis and averages out any spatially dependent resp
In both cases, macrospinlike response for precessi
switching was heavily emphasized. However, the cant
here suggests that even our sample is not a real macro
but must have nonuniform spatial patterns in order to sta
lize a local energy minimum. Further, the simulated data
Ref. 10, in going beyond the macrospin regime to the mic
magnetic regime, show that structures of these sizes ex
quite nonuniform and complex precessional switching p
cesses. Both to explain this metastable canting and to t
explore precessional magnetization reversal, spatially
solved vector imaging becomes imperative.

Figure 3 shows a montage of grayscale images~250 ps
intervals! of the instantaneous magnetization for a transve
pulse case of 3/2 oscillations of the center of the structur16

A thin band, about the thickness of the scalebar, around
perimeter of the ellipse cannot be accurately measured du
loss of signal as the laser spot encounters the sample e
The magnetization seems uniform until frame 6, where
pulse begins to turn off. With the Zeeman term removed,
y component relaxes to zero and the vector turns to wh
ever easy axis is closer; the left and right edges align with
positivex axis ~white in mx) while the center tilts toward the
negativex axis ~black in mx). The whole process is mor
easily seen in a vector movie.20 Thus, even though the pre
cession is mostly coherent, because of the timing of the Z
man energy removal, the magnetization has evolved to en
a substantially nonuniform state and the sample can cle
no longer be considered a macrospin.

In order to cause this large spatial inhomogeneity,
nonuniformity must have been developing before the rele
of the pulse field. Since the sample starts completely ho
geneously, this implies a slight dephasing of the precessi
oscillations across the sample. This dephasing further imp
a spatial variation in internal field values between the ed
and the center. The external magnetic field is essentially
form throughout the volume of the sample~the small asym-
metric z gradient along they axis cannot account for th
symmetric dephasing! finally implicating the demagnetizing

FIG. 3. Montage of spatial images~250 ps spacing! of the in-
stantaneous magnetization during a precession that crosses the
plane three times@also in EPAPS in movie form~Ref. 20!#. Frames
6–8 of mx show clear nonuniformity corresponding with decay
the field pulse~shown just above!. Below is a horizontal linecut of
mx displayed in grayscale as a function of time. A curvature~at 0.7
ns! indicates phase lag of the precession at the sample edges.
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field as being inhomogeneous. Thus, despite the immer
magnetic layer and the elliptical shape, both of which sho
moderate~and homogenize! the demagnetizing field, magne
tostatics still deteriorate this near-perfect macrospin.

These arguments can be understood more clearly view
the grayscale linecut~horizontally across the sample! vs time
shown below the montage. Starting from complete unif
mity, a ‘‘C-shaped’’ curvature develops, becoming more p
nounced over time. Response at the edges lags behind th
the center: a confirmation of the dephasing. Similar deph
ing occurs for other pulse lengths with greater spatial va
tion tending for longer pulses~with more accompanying
crossings of the hard plane!. A brief examination of the lag
indicates about a 15% difference in precessional frequen
corresponding to about a 30% difference in internal fie
~ruling out a small variation in applied pulse field as t
source!. This difference should not lead to opposite polar
until after the third complete oscillation, however, here t
phase lag is amplified by the termination of the pulse.
effect, these transverse, precession-inducing pulses
‘‘transiently demagnetize’’ the sample.

This dephasing already occurs with only a single tra
verse field pulse. However, most bit selection schemes
MRAM require overlapping orthogonal pulses to address
dividual cells. Independently, each pulse is smaller than
switching threshold so that cells all along the word line a
bit line are unaffected; combined, they switch the cell at
intersection of the two lines. To see if dephasing is inten
fied, the ellipse response to coincident crossing ‘‘half-sele
pulses for this precessional mode switching is shown in F
4. Several half-select combinations were tested21 and the
amount of overlap of the two pulses was varied. One
ample is shown here.Hx(t) is 15 ns long with a rise time o
2 ns and strength of2500 A/m (26.3 Oe).Hy(t) is roughly
Gaussian in shape, of peak amplitude1716 A/m (19 Oe),
with FWHM 360 ps, and is applied 4 ns after the onset
Hx(t). Neither pulse causes a switch on its own; combin
they should cause switching according to the Ston
Wohlfarth astroid. Ideally, the magnetization should coh

ard

FIG. 4. ~a! Montage of spatial images~200 ps spacing! of the
magnetization response to coincident orthogonal magnetic fi
pulses.~b! Horizontal linecut vs time;my exhibits complex varia-
tion. ~c! Metastable state before slow field pulse shut-off. Magne
zation eventually returns to positive saturation.
2-3
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ently rotate to the hard plane and~i! back again, if no bias is
present, or~ii ! continue coherently to the new equilibrium
the longitudinal pulse is on.

Clearly, this is not the case here; the edges are rather fi
by the longitudinal field creating opposing polarity regio
within half an oscillation period. More complicated yet, th
my response is split down the center of the element,
contrast implying clockwise rotation on the left half of th
sample and counterclockwise rotation on the right; the m
netization begins precessing the wrong way in a sizable
tion of the element. This perplexing response cannot
caused by the out-of-plane gradient of the pulse fields~re-
lated to the finite-size of the transmission line! since the
symmetry breaking direction is opposite to what one wo
expect from this effect. It must be an energy-lowering d
magnetizing maneuver by the element responding to s
complex internal field~with differing areas even having op
posite sign!. The final, transiently demagnetized, metasta
state is shown in Fig. 4~c!. The center of the sample, havin
crossed the hard plane, is technically switched. Howeve
is only held metastably in place by the2500 A/m longitu-
dinal field; some 5 or 10 ns after this field is removed, t
center relaxes back to the initial unswitched direction. T
large edge regions pull the center back and the perma
switch cannot be maintained. The transient demagnetiza
of the sample ultimately causes precessional m
coincident-pulse writing to fail in this case.

*Also at ESAT, K. U. Leuven, Leuven, Belgium.
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Though our sample is relatively large and well above
single domain limit, the failure here raises a warning flag
adopting precessional-style switching into MRAM and oth
devices. The fact that this failure appears in a device t
closely emulates macrospinlike behavior14,15 compels re-
evaluation of recent optimistic perspectives. Clearly,
problem of dephasing and transient demagnetizing need
become better understood, for both single and coincid
pulse geometries of appropriate amplitudes and for sam
of differing sizes, particularly down into the deep submicr
regime. From a micromagnetic viewpoint, as long as
sample tolerates nonuniformities~that is, for all sizes above
the single domain limit!, one could expect dephasing.

In summary, spatially resolved precessional magne
switching data have shown spatial incoherence during re
sal. Dephasing of oscillations give evidence of nonunifo
internal fields despite the homogenizing effects of bo
sample shape and embedding layer. The dephasing can
to clear nonuniformity; with coincident magnetic fiel
pulses, highly varying internal fields can cause comp
magnetization response and metastable states. The co
quence of such internal field deviation, transient demagn
zation of the element, raises concern for the reliable use
precessional switching in sensor and MRAM applications

The authors thank J. Das, R. Wirix-Speetjens, J. Beka
and P. Van Dorpe for technical assistance. W.K.H. ackno
edges the financial support of NSERC~Canada!. L.L. ac-
knowledges the financial support of IWT~Belgium!.
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18Data were taken of the magnetization in the background mate
but the full implications of its behavior are not yet clear. Mo
thorough work is needed to understand its effectiveness for
ferent sized and shaped elements. However, starting from a n
perfect initial state represents the best situation as the mot
are cleaner than they would be without the layer. We also as
that, due to its decreased thickness relative to the ellipse
because of the large angle motions induced on the ellipse by
field pulses, the effect of the layer on the ellipse once the
namics start is probably a second order one.

19The parameters for the macrospin simulation are as follows
saturation magnetization of 1.08 T is assumed, a damping
rameter of 0.012 is derived from time-domain magneto-op
FMR tests on similar samples, an intrinsic uniaxial anisotropy
Hk of 400 A/m is assigned from bulk film measurements, a
ellipsoidal demagnetizing factors of 0.0005, 0.0014, and 0.9
corresponding to a sample size of 20mm38 mm316 nm, re-
spectively, and shape anisotropy values of 400 A/m, 1.12 kA
and 859 kA/m, respectively, are used.

20See EPAPS Document No. E-PRBMDO-68-R02326 for a vec
movie of the data. A direct link to this document may be fou
in the online article’s HTML reference section. The docume
may also be reached via the EPAPS homepage~http://
www.aip.org/pubservs/epaps.html! or from ftp.aip.org in the di-
rectory /epaps/. See the EPAPS homepage for more informa

21While some combinations caused temporary switching of
sample center~and some did not! none of the combinations led
to permanent switching. In general, trapping of the long ed
by the longitudinal field was exhibited.
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